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Case Study

Why Bonnybond use clay:
Fast and easy to fit

Improves productivity

Adaptable to all situations

A wide range of fittings

A sustainable building material
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Bonnybond Selects
SuperSleve

Groundwork contractor, Bonnybond
has been specifying and installing
Hepworth’s SuperSleve range of
pipes and fittings for its new build
customer, Surrey based Croudace
Homes, for over ten years.

One of Bonnybond’s key business
objectives is to complete contracts to 
a high quality standard for its
customers. Neil Chapman, Buyer,
believes that SuperSleve is the best
drainage system to help achieve this.
Neil commented: “Bonnybond has been
using SuperSleve for a long time now –

it’s a tried and tested system that we
are comfortable with. Our guys on site
tell me that they like SuperSleve
because it is fast and easy to fit. They
like the wide range of fittings available,
making the system simple and
adaptable for all situations.

“SuperSleve improves productivity
because the rigid pipe beds firmly
down into the trench bottom, making it
faster to gain the correct line and level
without the pipe sagging. We use a
chain cutter for small diameters which
is extremely fast and for the larger
diameters we buy special purpose
short lengths; reducing the need for
cutting. This means we can get more
pipes in the ground.

“Testing is a quick and easy process
done at regular intervals. Once installed,
we do not need to think about drainage
again. More importantly, neither do
Croudace home buyers.”

SuperSleve HouseDrain is a range of
pipes and fittings designed and
developed specifically for around the
house drainage but equally suitable for
commercial and industrial
developments.

It is a drainage system that combines
inherent strength, reliability, durability
and dimensional accuracy to give
confidence in service and assurance 
during installation.

Civils & Infrastructure and Clayware
Customer Service
Telephone: 0870 443 6000
Fax: 0870 443 8000

Technical Advisory Service
Telephone: 0870 443 5551
Fax: 0870 443 5552

Email: drainage@hepworth.co.uk
Website: www.hepworth.co.uk

Hepworth Building Products, Edlington Lane, Edlington, Doncaster, DN12 1BY
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